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It seemed like Jiang Xianrou had ignored Zhang Yang’s reply and tagged him again. 
 
Forget it if it was just once. Qin Si didn’t want her to be embarrassed in public. 
 
However, Jiang Xianrou had tagged him on more than one occasion. No matter how good his temper 
was, he was still a little hot-headed. The corners of his lips curled up, and his eyes became unfocused. 
His sloppy appearance was no different from a rich second-generation heir. However, how could a 
person who could mingle with Bo Jingxing and Ye Wangchuan be a fool? 
 
Jiang Xianrou had repeatedly tagged him in the group. He wouldn’t believe that she had no other 
intentions. 
 
After all, on this day, Old Master Jiang had called everyone here. Many people in Beijing knew that the 
Jiang family was holding a school promotion banquet for their granddaughter. 
 
In their circle, it was one thing for Jiang Xianrou not to attend, but she also said that she was going out 
to play in the afternoon and kept mentioning him. The meaning was obvious. 
 
Sister Qiao had just arrived in Beijing and had yet to have this meal. Meanwhile, Jiang Xianrou was 
already starting to ostracize people in their circle. 
 
It was one thing for her to ostracize Sister Qiao, but she even wanted to use him as a tool to gain some 
footing. 
 
Qin Si was getting frustrated and did not want to give her face! 
 
He casually took a photo of the banquet hall before sending it to the group. Without waiting for Jiang 
Xianrou and the others to reply… he typed another message unhurriedly. 
 
[I’m eating outside. I’m not going.] 
 
He casually took a photo that captured Ye Lan and the others, as well as Nie Mi and Liang Conglin, 
standing together and chatting. 
 
Once the photo was sent, the group chat became lively. 
 
[Master Si, where is this? Why do I see Master Nie?] 
 
Updates by . com 
 
They knew a few others, but they didn’t dare to call them by their names. 
 
The next series of messages were all asking where he was. 
 
What kind of meal was he having? 



 
Qin Si looked at the news. He had even heard that Old Master Jiang had called to look for some people. 
Those people had found an excuse and refused to come. 
 
At this moment, he replied slowly with a hint of mockery: [Don’t you know? It’s Master Wang’s younger 
sister’s school promotion banquet. I’m attending it.] 
 
The people below immediately asked who it was. 
 
Qin Si didn’t hide it from them. Not leaving Jiang Xianrou any face, he tagged her in the group. 
 
[Speaking of which, she’s someone whom @Jiang Xianrou knows. She’s the granddaughter that Old 
Master Jiang had recently reunited with. She’s from Rao City. Qiao Nian can also be considered my 
sister.] 
 
The words “can also be considered my sister” were clearly to back Qiao Nian up! 
 
There was dead silence in the group. 
 
Those in this group were the people they usually mingled with. Even if they couldn’t enter the core circle 
of Qin Si and the others, they could at least reach the edge of the circle. 
 
Therefore, how could they not know that Jiang Xianrou was not fond of her new ‘cousin’? Everyone had 
given Jiang Xianrou enough face and even kept flattering her, saying that they were willing to play with 
her in the afternoon if they had the time. 
 
Now that Qin Si’s message was out, they were only left with awkwardness. 
 
Amidst the awkwardness, many people were still confused. What was going on? Hadn’t Miss Jiang 
always been close to Young Master Qin and the others? Why did it seem like Young Master Qin valued 
the girl who came from Rao City even more? 
 
No one spoke in the group for a long time. 
 
Previously, Jiang Xianrou had been talking inside and was extremely active. She would reply occasionally 
and even mentioned Qin Si twice. 
 
Now that Qin Si had replied and even tagged her, it was as if her cell phone was not by her side. There 
was no reaction in the group. 
 
Also looking at the group chat, Zhang Yang found this scene funny. 


